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Abstract
The phenomenon of reported speech – whereby we quote the words, thoughts and opinions of others, or recount past dialogue – is widespread in conversational speech. Detecting such quotations automatically has numerous applications: for example, in enhancing automatic transcription or spoken language understanding applications. However, the task is challenging, not least because lexical cues of quotations are frequently ambiguous or not present in spoken language. The aim of this paper is to identify potential prosodic cues of reported speech which could be used, along with the lexical ones, to automatically detect quotations and ascribe them to their rightful source, that is reconstructing their attribution relations. In order to do so we analyze SARC, a small corpus of telephone conversations that we have annotated with attribution relations. The results of the statistical analysis performed on the data show how variations in pitch, intensity, and timing features can be exploited as cues of quotations. Furthermore, we build a SVM classifier which integrates lexical and prosodic cues to automatically detect quotations in speech that performs significantly better than chance.
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1. Introduction

Given the pervasiveness of the phenomenon of reported speech in language, automatically identifying the presence of quotations has the potential to improve many automatic speech processing tasks. However, the automatic detection of quotations in speech – compared to written text – is difficult since we cannot rely purely on lexical cues (“he said...”, “she told me...” etc), since they are often absent in natural dialogue, and there is of course, no punctuation marking quotation boundaries. As an example of the complexity of this task, consider the following transcribed extract from the Speech Attribution Relations Corpus (SARC) of spoken dialogues analysed in this article:

(1) I said to him when you left do you remember I told you I said to him don’t forget Dave if you ever get in trouble give us a call you never know your luck.

The presence of the verbs “said” and “told” in the extract suggests that the example may contain reported speech. It is however much harder to determine the number of quotations and their exact boundaries. Some of the possible interpretations of the example could be:

(2) I said to him: “When you left”, (do you remember? I told you) I said to him: “Don’t forget Dave if you ever get in trouble give us a call”. You never know your luck.

(3) I said to him when you left: “Do you remember? I told you” I said to him: “Don’t forget Dave if you ever get in trouble give us a call”. You never know your luck.

(4) I said to him when you left, (do you remember? I told you) I said to him: “Don’t forget Dave if you ever get in trouble give us a call. You never know your luck.”

If we rely only on the transcription of Example 1, without listening to the speech itself, even a human would find it very hard to decide which interpretation is the correct one.

Given this complex interaction between lexical and acoustic information, the task of automatically extracting quotations from speech is a very challenging one. However, being able to detect reported speech would be very useful for many applications. Generally, it could improve sentence boundary detection, since quotations could have prosodic marking similar to intonational phrases (which could mislead the system into detecting them as separate sentences). Quotation detection could also improve speaker identification tasks, given that the system could attribute the quoted material to different speakers based on changes in prosodic encoding. Automatically extracting quotations and ascribing them to their source would also be useful for a number of spoken language processing tasks such as information extraction, named entity recognition, and coreference resolution, as well as providing a better understanding of the dialogue structure. Furthermore, being able to rely on the prosodic marking to detect the presence of quotations would be a great advantage for the automatic transcription of speech.

Previous work on reported speech so far has studied this phenomenon mainly from a purely linguistic perspective [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] or considered the prosodic level with only a qualitative approach [8, 9]. While the speech processing literature has investigated prosodic features for automatic punctuation detection, these studies concentrate primarily on full stops, commas and question marks, e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13]. In this work we will try to connect these two approaches to study the potential acoustic correlates of punctuation devices that mark the presence and boundaries of reported speech – such as quotation marks in the case of direct quotations.

This research direction was suggested by the results of our previous study [14], where we performed a linguistic analysis of the quotations in SARC, a small corpus we created to study attribution in speech. SARC was annotated with attribution relations (ARs), i.e. relations holding between the source and the text span containing the reported speech [15]. This annotation followed a scheme adapted from the one developed by [16] for the annotation of PARC, the first large corpus annotated for ARs in written text. The analysis of the ARs in SARC showed that to detect quotations from speech we cannot simply rely only
on lexical information but we need also prosodic information, given that without punctuation the number of potential interpretations of the words becomes exponential (as for example 1). We argued that, in order to build a system able to automatically extract reported speech from spoken language, we need to integrate the lexical cues with prosodic ones. In particular, a pilot acoustic analysis of the ARs in SARC suggested that the quotation span (difficult to detect given its fuzzy boundaries) could be prosodically marked.

In this paper, we test the hypotheses suggested in our previous study by performing an acoustic analysis of the reported speech found in SARC. That is, we test whether prosodic information can be used to automatically detect reported speech. In Section 2, we describe the challenge of detecting ARs in speech and the potential applications of a system able to automatically detect reported speech from spoken language. We also discuss the findings reported in the previous literature regarding the prosodic correlates of reported speech. In Section 3, we provide further details regarding the process of construction and annotation of the corpus and we describe the setup of our experiments. In Section 4, we report the results of the statistical analysis we performed on SARC that show that prosodic correlates of reported speech do exist. We use these features along with lexical ones to train classifiers for detecting reported speech segments and their boundaries – the results suggest that prosodic features can be used successfully for this task.

2. Attribution Relations in Speech

Recovering attribution relations from an automatic speech transcription is hard: even assuming a perfect lexical transcription, identifying quotations in speech using just lexical information is more difficult than in written text due to the presence of disfluencies, such as repetitions, false starts, fillers, sudden changes in the topic or in the structure of the sentence. These problems could deeply affect the understanding of the boundaries and elements of the ARs in the text.

However, the choice of the interpretation leads to very different reconstructions of the structure and meaning of the text. As we saw from the interpretations in Examples 2, 3 and 4, the number of quotations (two in 2 and 3 and one in 4) and the same text span detected as reported speech may vary greatly. Moreover, the same quotation could have different ending boundaries (the sentence “You never know your luck” is considered as reported speech only in 4). Furthermore, the possibility that there could be disfluencies such as repetitions and false starts, leads to the interpretation in 4 (where the two instances of “I said to him” refer to the same attribution event). The correct reconstruction of quotations has consequences for coreference relations (the first “you” in 2 has a different referent to the one in 3) and for our understanding of the time structure (the question “do you remember” is set in the present in 2 and in the past in 3) of the information in the text.

Another complication is given by the fact that sometimes the lexical cue may not be present at all. In this case, without non-lexical information, and particularly prosodic information, we could not hope to achieve the correct interpretation. These cases are not rare. In fact, in [14] we found that lexical cues were missing in about 10% of the quotations in SARC. So, without a better understanding of the relation between the prosodic and lexical encodings of reported speech, the task of automatic attribution extraction from speech seems infeasible.

Past work on the prosodic aspects of quotations in speech has suggested that variations in acoustic features could be considered as correlates of quotations. In particular, these studies found that shifts in pitch [9, 17, 18, 19], intensity [9, 19], and timing features – in particular, pause durations [19] – could act as markers of reported speech. However the literature does not offer a comprehensive insight on the phenomenon of attribution. To our knowledge, the first paper suggesting the possibility of studying the prosodic encoding of reported speech is [9], which presented only a qualitative analysis. Other studies which analyzed prosodic correlates of quotations [17, 18, 19] report statistically significant results, but focus only on one particular aspect of the phenomenon, for example considering only direct reported speech [18, 19] or variations in pitch [17, 18], with some of them relying on rather small corpora [17]. Moreover, these studies provide only descriptive analysis, and have not extended their work to building classifiers to test their findings in a practical setting. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no attempt in the literature to integrate lexical and acoustic features to automatically detect quotations from speech.

In this study we aim to offer a more comprehensive insight on the prosodic dimension of attribution. Using a larger corpus, we examine both direct and indirect reported speech, considering an expanded set of prosodic and timing features based on those investigated in past studies. We also explore the possibility of integrating lexical cues (extracted in our previous findings [14]) with acoustic features to automatically classify reported speech.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. The Speech Attribution Relations Corpus (SARC)

The Speech Attribution Relations Corpus (SARC) analysed in this study includes 4 informal telephone conversations between 8 English speakers (7 females 1 male). The conversations had a mean duration of 15 minutes (each of the two participants was recorded on a different track). The total duration of the recording is thus about 2 hours (1019 speaker turns). The annotation scheme is described in detail in [14] and [20].

The corpus was manually transcribed at the word level and precise word timings were obtained through Viterbi forced alignment using an automatic speech recognition system trained on a larger corpus of similar material. The dialogues were then annotated for ARs in TranscripterAG [21, 22] by an annotator who had been trained in ARs annotation on the PARC corpus [16]. In total, 209 reported speech segments were identified (125 of the direct type, 84 of the indirect type).

3.2. Classification Tasks

For this study, our goals were to determine how reported speech segments differ prosodically from non-reported speech, and whether these features can be used in classification tasks. We look at features calculated over utterances and words. For the former, we investigate whether we can distinguish reported speech segments from turns containing no reported speech (RS), turns containing some reported speech vs no reported speech (Turn), Direct vs Indirect reported speech (DvI), and Direct vs Non-Reported Speech (DvNRS). At the word level, we attempt to identify whether a word is the first or last word of a reported speech segment (RS-start, RS-end), looking at turns known to contain at least some reported speech.
Table 1: Significant effects from utterance level logistic regression models. We compare reported and non-reported speech segments (RS), detection of turns containing some amount of reported speech (Turn), direct vs indirect RS segments (DvI), indirect vs non-RS segments (IvNRS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dep. Var.</th>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>F0 range, F0 slope, internal pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Intensity range, Intensity slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DvI</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>F0 range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IvNRS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Intensity range, intensity slope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Feature Extraction

Given the findings of the previous literature and the preliminary analysis performed in [14] we decided to focus on timing (pauses) and prosodic features (pitch and intensity). For the boundary classification tasks we additionally compare the prosodic features with simple lexical cues based on analysis of the SARC and PARC corpora.

**Prosodic Features.** F0 and intensity data was extracted using Praat at 10ms intervals with linear interpolation and octave jump removal [23]. For F0, parameter settings were automatically determined using the method described in [24], calculated over turns. The F0 values were normalized into semitones relative to speaker mean F0 value (Hz) for that conversation. Intensity measurements were normalized by subtracting the speaker mean for the conversation. We then calculate aggregate statistics — mean, standard deviation, range and slope — over words, turns and reported speech segments. We also consider differences from previous and next word values ($\Delta p, \Delta n$ resp.).

**Timing Features.** In addition to prosodic features we measure segment durations and gaps to/from the next segment. For utterances, we measure the total amount of internal pausing and the number of words.

**Lexical Features.** Since reported speech can come with an explicit cue, we look at the efficacy of particular words for predicting these segments. Specifically we include indicators for the top two words preceding (‘said’, ‘thought’) and following (‘and’, ‘but’) reported speech segments, inclusion in the top 20 preceding and following words in the SARC (p.start20, n.end20), and the top attribution cues from PARC (p.parc, [20]).

### 4. Results

In the following, we report results of a statistical analysis of prosodic features in reported speech and further classification experiments examining the separability of the various classes outlined above, and comparing this to models including lexical features. For these experiments, features were z-score centred and scaled (with parameters determined over training sets when appropriate).

#### 4.1. Prosodic characteristics of reported speech

We used multilevel logistic regression [25] to get an idea of prosodic variation in our classes. We exclude standard deviation and number of words which are highly correlated with range and duration measurements. We include the speaker as a group level effect to account for individual variation in rates of reported speech production. For utterance level comparisons we focus on intrinsic prosodic properties of the utterance: F0 and intensity aggregates, together with its total duration and summed internal pause duration. Table 1 displays prosodic features whose parameter estimates were significantly different from zero ($p < 0.05$) for the utterance level models. For brevity, we simply indicate the sign of the significant effects. The results highlight several prosodic differences between RS segments to non-RS turns (RS): RS segments have greater F0 (but lower intensity) ranges and slopes, and more internal pausing. We also find that direct quotations have greater F0 range than indirect ones (DvI), while indirect quotes differ from non-quotes in intensity (IvNRS). However, the prosodic differences appear somewhat washed out when we compare turns that include some and no reported speech (Turn). Here, we only see that RS bearing turns are somewhat longer.

#### 4.2. Classification Experiments

The statistical analysis above suggests that RS segments have different prosodic characteristics to non-RS segments over their duration and at their boundaries. However, we would also like
to know whether these differences are enough to automatically detect reported speech. To do this we perform classification experiments using prosodic features. For these experiments, we report 10 fold cross-validation results using SVMs with RBF kernels [26]. For each binary classification task, we report Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC) [27] in order to get an idea of the separability of classes over a range of potential classification thresholds. Using the RBF kernel generally improved on linear kernel and logistic regression results. Because of the unbalanced nature of the data, we found it useful to downsample in the training folds except in the direct vs indirect task (which is more balanced). We also employed forward feature selection (FS) based on AUROC to identify predictive features.

Table 3 presents the results for our utterance level classification tasks. In general, we see that prosodic features perform well above the chance baseline at separating reported and non-reported speech, as well as direct vs indirect quotations. This provides more evidence for the hypothesis that reported speech is prosodically marked. Using only significant effects in the previous statistical analysis provides better performance than the full feature set. However, our best results come from forward feature selection (FS-all). Overall, the selected features (Table 4) include the relevant statistically significant feature sets, as well as correlated features excluded from the statistical analysis.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Our study confirmed that quotations have a different prosodic encoding compared to non-reported speech. We also showed how the cues from the acoustic level can be integrated with lexical cues to detect quotations and their boundaries in a spoken corpus. We confirm F0 range differences between reported and non-reported speech. However, we also find intensity features to be important markers of quotations. In fact, we found that indirect quotes are prosodically different to non-reported speech primarily in intensity (contra [17]). Overall, this suggests that prosody adds something more than textual quotation marks.

The results of our experiments show the importance of combining the lexical and prosodic levels in order to extract reported speech from a spoken corpus. They also suggest that quotations in speech have rather different prosodic encoding compared to written language. A likely reason that the PARC corpus verbal cues were less effective than those induced from the spoken dialogue data is because of the overlap between some of the top quotative verbs (e.g., ‘say’, ‘thought’). Moreover, other frequent cues in speech, such as ‘go’ and ‘like’ [28], are rare in the formal writing style found in the PARC corpus.

We expect that using more lexical information (e.g. the preceding context, verb class information) will further improve results for start boundary detection. Similarly, importing sequence labelling techniques from previous work text attribution should also be helpful [29]. However, in cases where lexical information may be unreliable (e.g. ASR output), or when lexical cues are not present, understanding the prosodic encoding of reported speech is crucial. While we established separability based on pitch, intensity and timing features, further investigation of changes in voice quality (e.g. breathy voice) may also be helpful. Moreover, we expect prosodic markers to help with the detection of more fine grained attribution relations (e.g. reported speech from self vs other). Future work will investigate these issues and look to expanding our current corpus.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Int. slope, int. range, dur, n.words, intern.pause, int SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>num. words, intern.pause, int. mean, F0 sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DvI</td>
<td>F0 mean, F0 range, int. range, F0 slope, n.words, dur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IvNRS</td>
<td>Int. slope, int. range, int. SD, dur, n.words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS start</td>
<td>p.start20, p.gap, int. range, Δp.int. range, int SD, Δp.int. mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS end</td>
<td>n.gap, Δp,F0 range, n.end20, Δp.int. mean, int. range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Best sets from forward feature selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>RS-start</th>
<th>RS-end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-lexical</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosody</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signif. prosody</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-all</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-Lex</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-non-lexical</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-prosody</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: AUROC for boundary detection tasks.
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